Two experiments are described in which rats received a series of shock and food presentations in a Pavlovian Counterconditioning sequence. Subsequently, the capacity of the shock to act as a reinforcer during conditioned emotional response (CER) training was assessed. In the first experiment, following each shock during Counterconditioning by a food presentation was found to retard the development of suppression during CER training relative to control conditions in which different groups of rats received either a sequence of explicitly unpaired shock and food presentations, shock presentations alone, or food presentations alone. The second experiment demonstrated that when the magnitude of the food presentations is held constant, the attenuation of the suppressive properties of shock by pairing with food depends on the magnitude of the shock. The results are interpreted as demonstrations of Pavlovian Counterconditioning, which, it is suggested, modifies the general aversiveness of a noxious stimulus.
Most classical conditioning experiments have employed an emotionally neutral stimulus as the conditioned stimulus (CS). However, work from Pavlov's laboratory (Erofeeva, 1916 (Erofeeva, , 1921 Pavlov, 1927) has shown that this is by no means a necessary requirement for conditioning to be successful. In one typical experiment described by Erofeeva (1921) , a strong electric shock was used as the CS in an appetitive conditioning procedure. Erofeeva reported that the dogs' defensive reactions of struggling and yelping elicited by the shock were transformed, as conditioning progressed, into typical alimentary conditioned responses, so that after presentation of the shock "the dog would lick its lips, turn towards the experimenter and salivate" (Erofeeva, 1921, p. 69) .
The modification of the normal defensive reactions elicited by a primary aversive stimulus when it is associated with a positive reinforcer has come to be called countercon-ditioning. A number of authors have suggested that Pavlovian Counterconditioning results from a reciprocal inhibitory interaction between central positive and negative motivational systems (Estes, 1969; Gray, 1971; Miller, 1963) . Normally an aversive stimulus, such as a shock, selectively activates the negative system and a positive stimulus, such as food, the positive system. Further, it is assumed that pairing the shock with food establishes an excitatory relationship between the shock and the positive system so that after Counterconditioning the shock should come to activate both systems concurrently. If the shock is not too intense the level of activity in the aversive system will then be attenuated due to inhibition from the concurrently excited positive system.
Since it is normally assumed that such central motivational systems mediate not only the unconditioned responses elicited by primary aversive stimuli but also their motivational and reinforcing properties (e.g., Konorski, 1967; Rescorla & Solomon, 1967) , the models predicts that these reinforcingmotivational properties should also be modified by Counterconditioning. To test this prediction, the present experiments investigated whether Pavlovian counterconditioning affected the capacity of a shock to act 170 as an unconditioned stimulus (UCS) in subsequent fear conditioning. Although a number of experiments (see Wilson & Davison, 1971 , for review) have investigated whether pairing a conditioned aversive stimulus with food hastens fear extinction, little attention has been directed to the question of whether counterconditioning affects the capacity of primary aversive stimuli in fear conditioning.
In the first experiment, after the initial training of a lever-press response for food, rats experienced a number of Pavlovian conditioning sessions in which shocks were presented in the absence of the instrumental response. For a paired group each shock was followed by the delivery of a food pellet, while an unpaired control group received an equivalent number of unpaired presentations of shock and food in a random order. The effect of these conditioning sessions was subsequently assessed by comparing the development of conditioned suppression by the two groups in a conditioned emotional response (CER) procedure employing the same shock as the UCS. If pairing shock and food reduces the fearreinforcing properties of the shock, then the paired groups should suppress at a slower rate than the unpaired group. Two additional control groups were included to assess whether the experience of food alone or of shock alone during the counterconditioning stage affected the subsequent acquisition of conditioned suppression.
EXPERIMENT 1

Method Subjects
The subjects were 32 experimentally naive male hooded Lister rats with a mean free-feeding weight of 341 g (range: 260-400 g). Before training they were gradually reduced to 80% of their freefeeding weight by food deprivation and were maintained at this level by being given a restricted amount of food after each session. At the beginning of the experiment they were randomly assigned to the four groups. One subject died during training.
Apparatus
Four identical Skinner boxes (20.3 X 21.6 X 25.4 cm) were used. Each box was equipped with a retractable Campden Instrument rat lever and an adjacent recessed food magazine that could be illuminated by a 3-W bulb. In order to enter the magazine subjects had to push back a clear Perspex flap that operated a microswitch. Food reinforcement consisted of the delivery of a single 45-mg pellet (Campden Instrument Ltd.). Response feedback was supplied by a heavy-duty relay attached to the outside of the box. The floor was composed of steel rods 6.4 mm in diameter spaced 1.9 cm center to center that ran parallel to the wall containing the magazine. The floor could be electrified by a Grason Stadler shock generator (E1064GS). A light CS was provided by a 60-W tubular lamp suspended above an opal Perspex roof. A loudspeaker mounted on the rear wall delivered white noise at a level of 70 db re 20 /uN/m 2 . Each box was enclosed in a sound-and light-resistant shell.
Procedure
Baseline training. For the first two sessions, each lasting 1 hr, the lever was withdrawn and subjects were magazine trained with food pellets delivered on a variable time 1-min schedule. Throughout the experiment the delivery of a food pellet was associated with a S-sec magazine cycle. This consisted of the onset of the magazine light, the offset of the normally continuous white noise, and the withdrawal of the lever (if inserted). The lever was inserted for Session 3 and the first SO presses were reinforced. During Session 4 lever pressing was reinforced for 20 min on a variable interval (VI) 1-min schedule, then for 60 min on a VI 2-min schedule. Responding was reinforced on a VI 2-min schedule for a further six 80-min sessions.
Counterconditioning. The lever was withdrawn for eight 80-min sessions. The events programmed in these sessions were the delivery of a "free" food pellet with its associated magazine cycle (food event) and the delivery of a "free" shock (shock event) of 200-msec duration. For the paired group each trial consisted of a shock event followed by a food event 500 msec after the offset of the shock. The intertrial interval (ITI) was determined by a VI 60-sec schedule (range 1-281 sec). The intervals of the schedule were chosen according to a procedure suggested by Fleschler and Hoffman (1962) . Whenever an interval of the schedule elapsed, a trial was delivered with a probability of .5, giving an ITI with an effective mean of 120 sec. Each trial for the unpaired control group consisted of either a shock or food event presented in a random sequence. Whenever an interval of the VI 60-sec schedule elapsed, the unpaired group received a shock event if a trial was programmed for the paired group after that interval and a food event if no trial .was programmed. The shock-alone group received shock events and the food-alone group food events with the same ITIs as the paired group. Thus, the paired, unpaired, and shock-alone groups all received the same temporal distribution of shock SESSIONS FIGURE 1. Median suppression ratios during conditioned emotional response conditioning. (Abbreviations : P = paired group; U = unpaired group; S = shock-alone group; F = food-alone group.) events, and the paired and food-alone groups the same temporal distribution of food events. The shock intensity was increased from .3 mA on the first session of .4 mA on the second and to .5 mA for the remaining sessions.
CER training. The lever was reinserted for this stage. Subjects received two sessions of baseline recovery on the VI 2-min schedule, followed by eight sessions in which CER training was superimposed on baseline responding. The CS consisted of the overhead light being turned on for 90 sec; it was presented 24, 43, 57, and 74 min after the beginning of each session. The termination of the CS coincided with the onset of the .S-mA 200-msec shock.
Response suppression during the CS was expressed as a suppression ratio to attenuate the effects of individual differences in the overall rate of responding. The ratio has the form A/(A + B), where A is the rate of responding (number of responses per minute) during the CS and B the rate during a 3-min period immediately prior to CS onset. Ratios of less than .SO were regarded as demonstrations of suppression.
Results
Groups did not differ in their rate of responding on either the last session of baseline training or the first session of baseline recovery, and the rates on these two sessions did not differ significantly. The F ratios for the effects of groups and sessions and the Group X Session interaction were all less than one. The mean response rates for the various groups for the last session of baseline training and the first recovery session, respectively, were: paired, 16.1 and 13.8; unpaired, 16.2 and 14.7; shock-alone, 11.8 and 12.5; and food-alone, 14.5 and 12.4 responses per minute.
The median suppression ratios for each group for the 8 days of CER training are shown in Figure 1 . The figure shows that all groups eventually showed mild suppression, but the acquisition of suppression in the paired group was retarded relative to the other groups.
There were no differences among the suppression scores for the various groups on the first session of CER training (KruskalWallis, #=1.75, />>.30). When all groups were combined, more animals showed mild enhancement to the CS in this session than suppression (p < .02, binomial test), the mean suppression ratio for all subjects being .57.
All groups demonstrated significant suppression by Day 8 of CER training (p < .05, binomial test). In order to compare the acquisition of suppression, mean ratios were computed for each subject averaged across the 8 days of training. Analysis of these scores indicated that groups differed in their level of suppression (H = 8.8, p < .05). Individual comparisons between pairs of groups showed that the suppression ratios of the paired group were significantly higher than those of the unpaired group (MannWhitney U test, U -11, p < .028), shockalone group (U = 7, p < .014), and foodalone group (17=11, /><.028). The unpaired, shock-alone, and food-alone groups did not differ significantly.
The rate of responding during the 3-min pre-CS period was similar for all groups throughout the 8 days of testing. The F ratios for the effects of groups and sessions and the Group X Session interaction were all less than 1. The mean response rates for the groups during the 3-min pre-CS period averaged over all sessions were: paired, 11.8; unpaired, 14.7; shock-alone, 14.4; and food-alone, 11.0 responses per minute.
Discussion
A group experiencing shock paired with food suppressed at a slower rate during subsequent CER training than a control group that received an unpaired random sequence of these events. It is unlikely that this difference was due to the shock becoming a signal for the absence of food in the unpaired condition, thereby enhancing its suppressive property during CER training. The shock only predicted the absence of food at the end of the next 500-msec interval. Thereafter the probability of "free" food was approximately the same as at any other time in the session, since the variableinterval sequence determining the ITI was designed to maintain a constant probability of an event with time from the last event (cf. Fleschler & Hoffman, 1962) . Furthermore, the acquisition of suppression by the unpaired group was similar to that shown by the food-alone and shock-alone groups. The difference between the paired and unpaired groups was solely due to an attenuation of suppression in the paired condition. These results suggest that Pavlovian pairings of shock with food attenuate not only the defensive reactions elicited by the shock but also the fear-reinforcing property of the shock, at least as indexed by the capacity of the shock to establish a conditioned emotional response.
The present results appear to be contrary to those of an experiment by Bearing, Dickinson, Halliday, and Morris (1974) . These investigators employed a procedure similar to that used in this experiment, except that the counterconditioning and CER training stages were combined. For half of the trials the CS offset was coincident with the onset of a 500-msec shock. "Free" food was delivered immediately after shock offset in a positively correlated group and 500 msec after CS offset on nonshock trials in a negatively correlated group. In contrast to the present results, Bearing et al. found that suppression developed most rapidly in the positively correlated condition. The authors argued that combining counterconditioning of the shock with the acquisition of conditioned suppression to the CS allowed interactive effects between the shock and "free" food on conditioning of suppression to the CS to mask any counterconditioning of the shock. Specifically, they suggested that the occurrence of the shock during the 500-msec delay between the CS offset and the presentation of food in the positively correlated condition mediated the association of the CS with "free" food, thus adding a positive conditioned suppression effect (cf. Azrin & Hake, 1969) to the suppression maintained by the shock. Whatever the merits of this particular explanation of the Bearing et al. findings, the present experiment shows that when such interactive effects are eliminated by separating shock-food pairings from CER training, shock-food pairings do in fact retard the subsequent acquisition of conditioned suppression.
EXPERIMENT 2 In line with the explanation of counterconditioning in terms of the interaction of central motivational systems, the first experiment demonstrated that counterconditioning can attenuate the reinforcing properties of an aversive stimulus in a fear conditioning situation. A further prediction from this model is that for a food event of a given magnitude, the effectiveness of the counterconditioning procedure should be dependent on the severity of the shock. This prediction arises from the reciprocal nature of the inhibitory interaction between the two systems. Counterconditioning is assumd to be effective in reducing the aversiveness of the shock because after such conditioning the shock' activates both the positive and negative systems, thus allowing the positive system to attenuate the activity in the negative one. However, if the shock is relatively severe such attenuation should be minimized, since the strongly activated negative system will itself inhibit the positive system. A prediction from this model is that counterconditioning should be ineffective if the shock level is high relative to the food magnitude.
The second experiment was designed to test this prediction by investigating whether the difference between the suppressive effects of shocks paired and unpaired with food varies with shock magnitude. If counterconditioning is effective only with shocks of relatively low magnitude, there should be an interaction between the effect of pairing and shock magnitude. Paired and unpaired groups trained with a relatively strong shock should suppress at similar rates, whereas a paired group experiencing a mild shock should suppress less than the equivalent unpaired group. As Experiment 1 showed that unpaired, shock-alone, and food-alone conditions all produced equivalent suppression, the experimenters felt that the unpaired condition represented an adequate control for assessing the effects of pairing.
Method Subjects and apparatus
The subjects were 48 experimentally naive male hooded Lister rats with a mean free-feeding weight of 421 g (range: 344-530 g). The deprivation schedule and apparatus were the same as in Experiment 1.
Procedure Baseline training. This was identical to that in the previous experiment.
Counterconditioning. The scheduling of events was similar to that in the previous experiment. The paired subjects received shock-food conditioning trials with a variable ITI of 2 min, while unpaired subjects received shock and food events randomly intermixed with a variable ITI of 1 min. The timer controlling the ITI did not start after a food event until the rat had entered the magazine. For the paired groups the time from shock onset to the opening of the magazine flap was measured for each subject.
Initially paired and unpaired groups were run with a low and medium shock value. For the first conditioning session a .3-mA 200-msec shock was used for all groups. The intensity was increased by daily increments of .1 mA to a level of .6 mA on Day 4 of conditioning. Low-shock groups (paired low-shock and unpaired low-shock groups) received a further eight sessions at this intensity. Medium-shock groups (paired mediumshock and unpaired medium-shock groups) received one session at .6 mA, one at .8 mA, and a further six at 1. mA.
Although the difference in the acquisition of suppression by the paired and unpaired groups in the medium shock condition appeared to be reduced relative to the low-shock group (see the Results section), there was some suggestion that the paired medium-shock group was less suppressed than the unpaired medium-shock group at the end of CER training. Consequently, paired and unpaired groups (paired high-shock and unpaired high-shock) were run with a shock of slightly larger magnitude. Only a small increment in the magnitude of the shock was required to prevent both the paired and unpaired conditions from showing total suppression during CER training and thereby masking any differences arising from the prior Counterconditioning. Church, Raymond, and Beauchamp (1967) have reported that suppression is an increasing function of the product of intensity and duration, and it was decided to increase the magnitude of the shock by manipulating both the duration and intensity of the shock. The shock duration was 500 msec for the high-shock groups. The intensity was .3 mA and .4 mA 6n the first 2 sessions and .5 mA for a further 10 sessions. The paired high-shock group received the food event 200 msec after the offset of shock, so that the time between shock onset and food presentation was 700 msec for all paired groups. All groups received a total of 12 Counterconditioning sessions. The final shock magnitudes for the low-, medium-, and high-intensity conditions were .12, .2, and .25 mC, respectively.
CER training. Subjects received the same shock intensity and duration during this stage as they had experienced during the last session of counterconditioning] The procedure was identical to that in the previous experiment, except that, to assess its unconditioned effects, the CS was presented four times without the shock during the second recovery session.
Results
An analysis of response rates on the last session of baseline training and the first session ofi baseline recovery showed that there was Ino significant difference between the paired and unpaired groups at each shock level (F < 1) and no difference between the response rates on the two sessions (F < 1). However, the response rates of rats in thfe different shock conditions did differ, F(2, 42) = 31.9, p < .01. Individual comparison by the Newman-Keuls procedure showed that the high-shock groups responded j significantly faster than the medium-and low-shock groups (p < .01), which did ' not differ. The .mean response rates for all the groups for the last baseline training session and the first recovery session, respectively, were: paired high-shock, 36.3 and 39.7; unpaired high-shock, 38.6 and 38.5; paired medium-shock, 16.5 and 18.4; unpaired medium-shock, 14.2 and 11.9; paired low-shock, 13.6 and 11.2; and unpaired low-shock, 16.4 and 14.4 responses per minute During the Counterconditioning sessions there was no significant difference between the latencies of the paired groups to open the magazine flap after shock onset. The effect of shock magnitude (F < 1) and the Shock Magnitude X Session interaction, F (10,105) = 1.40, p > .10, were both insignificant. The mean latencies for the paired groups averaged over all conditioning sessions were high-shock, 1.88; medium-shock, 1.52; and low-shock, 1.33 sec.
The median suppression ratios for each group on the pretest and eight sessions of CER training are shown in Figure 2 . There was no difference between the suppression scores of the various groups on the pretest sessions (#=1.65, />>.50). When all the groups were combined there was evidence that the CS produced slight but consistent suppression (p < .01, binominal test). The median suppression ratio for all subjects was .45.
During CER training the paired and unpaired groups in the medium-and highshock conditions exhibited similar levels of conditioning. By contrast, in the low-shock condition the paired group failed to develop any suppression, while the performance of the unpaired group was similar to that of the groups in the higher shock conditions. Analysis of the subjects' mean suppression scores averaged across the eight sessions of training showed that the paired and unpaired groups differed significantly in the low-shock condition (U -5, p < .01) but not in the medium-shock (U = 31, p > .25) and high-shock conditions (U = 32, p > .25). A comparison of the mean suppression scores in the unpaired groups revealed no significant effect of shock magnitude (H = .84,#>.SO).
To investigate the effects of counterconditioning and shock magnitude on the terminal levels of suppression, a separate analysis of performance in the final session of CER training was conducted. A nonparametric analysis of variance (Wilson, 1956) showed that neither the effect of correlation, X 2 (l)=3.00, p > .05, nor the effect of shock magnitude, x 2 (2) = 4.50, p > .10, were significant. However, the Shock Magnitude X Correlation interaction, x 2 (2) = 6.50, p < .05, reached significance. Individual comparisons showed that the paired and unpaired groups differed significantly SE SSIONS FIGURE 2, Median suppression ratios during the stimulus pretest and conditioned emotional response conditioning. (Abbreviations: PL = paired lowshock group; UL = unpaired low-shock group; PM = paired medium-shock group; UM = unpaired medium-shock group; PH = paired highshock group; UH = unpaired high-shock group.) at the low-shock level (U = 9,p< .02) but not at the medium-shock (U = 19, p > .10) or high-shock levels (U = 23,' p> .20). In addition, there was no evidence that the suppression of the unpaired groups was affected by shock magnitude (H = 2.60, #>.20).
The rate of responding during the 3-min pre-CS period, like the baseline and recovery performance, differed significantly with shock magnitude, F(2, 42) =40.50, p < .01. Individual comparisons showed that rats receiving high shock responded significantly faster than those in the medium-and lowshock conditions (p < .05), which did not differ from each other. There was no significant difference between the paired and unpaired groups at each shock level. The response rates of the various groups during the pre-CS periods averaged over all CER training sessions were: paired high-shock, 54.1; unpaired high-shock, 46.4; paired medium-shock, 16.9; unpaired medium-shock, 11.9; paired low-shock, 12.6; and unpaired low-shock, 15 .2 responses per minute.
Discussion
The results from the low-shock condition support the findings of the previous experiment, confirming that prior experience of shock paired with food retards the acquisition of conditioned suppression. By contrast, pairing shock with food did not sig-nificantly retard the development of suppression or the final level of suppression attained by the medium-and high-shock groups. It is unlikely that the different effects of counterconditioning at the different shock levels were due to variation in the sensitivity of the response measure at different points on the suppression scale. The fact that there were no significant differences between the suppression attained by the unpaired groups shows that effects of prior shock-food pairings were measured at roughly comparable sections of the suppression scale. As the paired group at the low-shock level failed to show any suppression, it is more likely that a ceiling effect tended to reduce the effect of counterconditioning at the low-shock level.
One unsatisfactory aspect of the present data, however, is the high baseline and pre-CS response rates of the rats in the highshock condition. Since this difference emerged prior to experiencing the high shock during counterconditioning, it must be attributed either to sampling error or to the fact that the rats were run at different times. In view of this difference, the results of the high-shock condition should be treated with some caution. However, it should be noted that the main comparison was between the paired and unpaired groups within each shock level, and that the response rates of these groups did not differ at any shock level.
The reciprocal inhibition model maintains that the decreased effectiveness of counterconditioning with increases in shock magnitude is due to the fact that larger shocks activate the negative system more strongly. One might expect that if the range of shock magnitudes employed in the present experiment was sufficient to produce different levels of activation of the negative system during counterconditioning, it should also have been sufficient to produce different levels of conditioning in the unpaired groups during CER training. Although the unpaired medium-shock group appeared to suppress more rapidly than the unpaired low-shock group, this trend was reversed by the unpaired high-shock group, which was somewhat less suppressed. This may have been because of the high baseline rate of this last group, but it is equally possible that counterconditioning and conditioned suppression differ in their sensitivity to variations in the shock parameter. If it is assumed that the nature of the inhibitory interaction between the positive and negative motivational systems is such that the most activated system totally dominates the other system, then counterconditioning should be very sensitive to variations in shock magnitude around some critical value. This critical value would be the shock magnitude that sufficiently activates the negative system to allow it to dominate the positive system.
One reason for the failure to modify the suppressive properties of the high and medium shocks could have been that they elicited an unconditioned response during counterconditioning, such as freezing, which was incompatible with magazine approach. Such a response would prolong the interval between the shock and the food and thus reduce the effectiveness of the pairing. However, the similarity in the latencies of magazine approach in the paired groups argues strongly against this interpretation. The dependency of counterconditioning on the shock levels seems to be more readily explained in terms of the reciprocal inhibition model.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The two experiments demonstrate that Pavlovian counterconditioning alters not only the responses elicited by an aversive stimulus but also the capacity of that stimulus to act as a reinforcer in a fear-conditioning paradigm. The fact that counterconditioning seems to attenuate the general aversiveness of a noxious stimulus and the fact that this attenuation depends on shock magnitude can be readily explained in terms of a reciprocal inhibitory interaction between some central systems concerned with the processing of the reinforcing and motivational properties of stimuli with positive and negative affective valence.
It might be argued that the change in the ability of the shock to establish response suppression is secondary to the change in re-sponse pattern controlled by the shock. For instance, it is likely that the shock became a discriminative stimulus for magazine approach in the paired groups during the counterconditioning stage. Such a response pattern might then become conditioned to the CS during CER training and interfere with the development of response suppression. Although it is difficult to disprove such a competing response argument, the results of Experiment 2 make it appear unlikely. Indirect measurement of the behavior elicited by the shock during counterconditioning, in terms of the latency to approach the magazine, revealed no significant difference between the paired groups as a function of shock magnitude. However, these groups did differ during CER training, in which the paired high-shock and paired medium-shock groups failed to show the attenuation in suppression demonstrated by the paired lowshock group.
Finally, it should be noted that the demonstration that counterconditioning affects the suppressive property of a primary aversive stimulus can explain the effect of a shock-positive reinforcer correlation in punishment situations. A number of partial punishment studies have demonstrated that response-contingent shock produces less suppression when presented immediately before the delivery of positive reinforcement than it does when presented after nonreinforced responses (Appel, 1968; Logan, 1960; Murray & Nevin, 1967; Scull & Vechsler, 1972; Williams & Barry, 1966) . At higher intensities of shock this effect is diminished (Williams & Barry, 1966) or disappears (Murray & Nevin, 1967) . According to the present account, the reduction of suppression when only reinforced responses are punished arises from the pairing of shock and food and the resultant counterconditioning of the shock.
